**Mission:** To uplift BIPOC cyclists in Alaska through grassroots community organizing and the development of deep meaningful relationships.

**Vision:** Our vision is community-driven cycling spaces which uplifts the voices, goals, and autonomy of the BIPOC cycling collective in Alaska. These spaces provide abundant access and support for riders to feel safe, empowered, and celebrated today and into the future.
AFFINITY SPACES
“BSpoke has been an important part of the community because it has created opportunity for not only increasing diverse representation on our trails, but also a space for our community to connect in collective joy and liberation”
“BSpoke is a Bike affinity group that uplifts BIPOC community care and connections. It’s vital for BIPOC individuals and community members to have safe spaces where they can authentically be themselves. I know for Black folks, that racial profiling, lack of access to infrastructure, and affordability are huge barriers to pursuing biking or even outdoor activities as a whole. Not only has BSpoke provided me with access to both a bike and a helmet, but has helped me get out of my comfort zone and feel empowered by a group that fosters genuine inclusivity and acceptance.”
“BIPOC spaces in the outdoors create a safe and more welcoming environment to connect with nature without the fear of discrimination or racism. BSpoke empowers these marginalized communities to feel a sense of belonging, representation, and inclusion within a cycling community that has historically been lacking diversity”
“Riding my bike in a space intentionally curated for the BIPOC community allows me to express my most authentic self and contributes to my sense of belonging. It also feels like I’m giving back by showing up and supporting the group and the individuals”
Social gatherings

Gear sale for BIPOC cyclists

Fundraiser with BikeAnchorage

Rides open to all folks!

Group rides in winter and summer

Members on our email list
Time of transition
Pace of creation
Capacity
Fundraising and storage
Robust partnerships

Most importantly: dreaming with our community, our riders!
BSpoke
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Advisory Board: Mat, Syd, Sabrina, Rebecca

b.spoke.ak@gmail.com
IG: @b.spoke_ak
https://www.nativemovement.org/bspoke